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ABSTRACT

In 2022, 39% of all UK businesses reported identifying a cyber security attack against
their own organisation, 83% of which were phishing attempts. A large body of research
in cyber security focuses on technical solutions, however humans remain one of the
most exploitable endpoints in an organisation. Traditional security training within
organisations commonly includes point-and-click exercises and simple video media
that employees are required to complete. These training exercises are often seen as
unengaging and tedious, and employees are commonly pushed to complete train-
ing rather than encouraged to learn and self-educate. Simulations and games are
increasingly being deployed for training purposes in organisations, however often
either (a) simply raise cyber security awareness rather than deliver key security policy
and content, or (b) lack accessibility with complex game pieces and rules not easily
understandable by those not accustomed to playing games. We introduce the dis-
PHISHinformation game: a customisable serious game to deliver phishing training
specific to the threats businesses face on a day-to-day basis. Drawing on existing
taxonomies, the game delivers content on email, voice, and SMS social engineering
attacks, in a format that educates players in key social engineering features. In col-
laboration with a large service organisation, we have also developed a customised
edition of disPHISHinformation game which reflects the targeted attacks faced by their
staff. By creating an analog serious game to deliver key phishing training, we aim to
stimulate higher employee engagement and deliver a more memorable experience.

Keywords: Serious games, Transformational games, Educational games, Gamification, Cyber
security, Game design, Phishing, Inoculation theory

INTRODUCTION

Cyber security is now a key focus for organisations around the world, equally
important to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) as it is to large
enterprises. For businesses, cybersecurity attacks risk affecting the confiden-
tiality, availability, and integrity of data, impacting company finances and
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customer trust, and in the case of cyber-physical systems, threatening human
life. For governments, attacks can affect sovereign structures and even influ-
ence democratic processes, a highly publicised issue in the 2016 United States
presidential election. There is a large body of research focusing on technical
approaches to defending against cyber security attacks, however compara-
tively little work attempts to combat the manipulative processes in phishing
attacks. In 2022, 83% of reported cyber security attacks on UK businesses
were phishing attacks (DCMS, 2022). Although technical solutions exist,
these are imperfect and are not always able to filter out all messages. It is
logical that the human aspects of cyber security are therefore becoming an
area of great interest. By educating end-users, cyber security skills can be
taught that are organisation-agnostic, and can help defend from continuously
evolving threat actors. Cyber security training, often with a focus on phish-
ing, is now commonplace in organisations. Conventional training commonly
includes point-and-click exercises and simple video media that employees are
required to complete, or simulations that often only test skill. These training
exercises are often seen as unengaging and tedious however, and employees
are commonly pushed to complete training efficiently rather than encouraged
to learn, reflect, and self-educate (Proofpoint, 2023). New and innovative
approaches are beginning to be explored, including the integration of serious
games in this training context.

Serious Games

Serious games (also known as applied or transformational games), the focus
of a burgeoning field at the intersection of gaming and education, have gained
popularity for their ability to leverage the engaging and motivational nature
of games for educational purposes. The boundaries between games, seri-
ous games, and gamification are often blurred, however although traditional
games may incidentally lead to learning, serious games differ in the over-
all aim of the game designer(s): to educate. As the field continues to evolve,
there is room to explore and connect game design methodologies to the realm
of serious games. Various design methodologies have emerged, all providing
different approaches to the design of serious games. When serious games are
applied to another academic research area however, the game design pro-
cess is rarely discussed. Games are increasingly being used in industry as
a tool to increase engagement with company-specific training, particularly
security policies (Proofpoint, 2023). Despite this uptake, businesses invest-
ing in ‘gamification’ often opt for in-house platforms over games proposed
through research.

Cyber Security Serious Games

Within this related works section, we look at both digital and analog cyber
security serious games, developed from both academia and industry.

Two freely accessible digital cyber security serious games are CyberCIEGE
and Anti-phishing Phil. Developed by the US Naval Postgraduate School in
2005, CyberCIEGE teaches players information assurance concepts (Irvine,
Thompson, and Allen, 2005). Players manage a virtual organisation with a
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budget to spend on security measures, being tested with a number of scenar-
ios. CyberCIEGE was designed with high customisability and adaptability in
mind and is often cited as one of the early serious games in this area. Devel-
oped in 2007 (Sheng et al., 2007), Anti-Phishing Phil educates and encourages
good habits resisting URL spoofing in phishing attacks. Players play as a
fish in the ‘Interweb Bay’, while URLs are displayed on-screen. Players must
eat the real worms (real URLs) and avoid the fake worms (phishing URLs).
Anti-Phishing Phil is unique within this area as it has a higher emphasis on
play.

There are several existing analog games aimed at improving cyber knowl-
edge in organisations. Some games have been designed to be played alongside
the development of a real-world system, often with developers and extended
development teams in mind as target audiences. Through their designed
mechanics, these games become entirely customised to the business con-
text in which they are played. Elevation of Privilege, OWASP Cornucopia,
and Protection Poker are examples of this. Developed in 2014 by Microsoft
(Shostack, 2014), Elevation of Privilege (EoP) is a card game designed to help
developers learn and execute software-centric threat modelling. Players play
cards (based on the threat modelling STRIDE framework) based on whether
they are relevant to the real-life system they are threat modelling. Designed in
2015 by the OWASP foundation, OWASP Cornucopia is heavily inspired by
EoP. In contrast to EoP, cards are designed to represent security vulnerabil-
ities compiled from the OWASP Application Security Verification Standard
(rather than the STRIDE framework). Protection Poker (Williams, Gegick,
and Meneely, 2009) is based on Wideband Delphi and Planning-Poker Agile
Methods.

Some analog cyber security games integrate more ‘play’ elements and
include many different game pieces. Play2Prepare (Graffer, Line, and
Bernsmed, 2015) is designed to trigger discussions and knowledge exchange
to strengthen incident response capabilities. Playing different roles with
unique skills, players collaboratively move game pieces around a board to
deal with attacks on their power grid. [d0x3d!] (Gondree and Peterson,
2013) is designed using pedagogical methods to expose young people and
students to topics in cyber security. Control-Alt-Hack (Denning et al., 2013)
is also loosely targeted at students with the aim of raising security awareness
and change perceptions. In Control-Alt-Hack, players work for a fictitious
white-hat penetration testing company. Players assume roles and use their
character’s skills to complete missions.

Several analog cyber security card games have more recently been devel-
oped. Riskio (Hart et al., 2020) aims to build knowledge in non-technical
players within an organisation context. One player acts as the attacker with
other players acting as defenders, working collaboratively to pick appro-
priate defence cards. Decisions & Disruptions (D&D) (Frey et al., 2019)
educates players on cyber security decision making and prioritisation. Players
play as security decision-makers for a utility company over 4 rounds. Each
round, players decide what security defence to invest in with their limited
budget. A Lego game board represents the players’ facility and office, how-
ever the authors have played D&D solely with cards with little issue. D&D
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has become particularly popular within cyber security circles, even being
explored by the Metropolitan Police’s Cyber Protect team (Metropolitan
Police, 2023).

Digital serious games currently receive a comparatively high focus over
analog games in industry as they are easily rolled out within an organi-
sation. This is particularly true in large-scale enterprises, where employees
may work remotely and are therefore not always physically present. Serious
game designers have suggested however that analog games may stimulate
better learning over digital games. It is argued that analog games can encour-
age higher engagement, and in-person discussion and discourse can improve
knowledge exchange between players (Graffer, Line, and Bernsmed, 2015;
Denning et al., 2013). Determining and designing an appropriate balance
between eudaimonic and hedonic enjoyment (educational and fun aspects of
the playing experience) is also an important choice for serious games, and
the target playing environment is an essential aspect of this (Chen et al.,
2021). EoP, OWASP Cornucopia and Protection Poker have proven successful
despite less integration of play mechanics. Being played as part of a business
process in a supervised environment may partly subsidise much of the player
motivation and engagement traits traditionally provided by play mechanics.
In contrast, Play2Prepare, [d0x3d!], and Control-Alt-Hack favour increased
play mechanics. This has increased their suitability to unsupervised environ-
ments and could result in higher replayability, however do not necessarily
deliver as high a eudaimonic experience. Game complexity and cost are also
important considerations, and if too high can introduce difficulties in game
accessibility for players who are not familiar with games, or be a barrier for
organisations looking to introduce gamified training.

Contribution

In this paper we propose the disPHISHinformation game, an analog serious
card game designed to educate players on phishing attacks through email,
SMS, and voice. Players play as employees of a fictitious advertisement busi-
ness, discerning between malicious and legitimate messages delivered on
cards. The development of the disPHISHinformation game is discussed with
particular effort to highlight the design approach taken. The disPHISHinfor-
mation game represents a novel contribution to the field as the first phishing
analog serious game as an inoculation theory intervention. At the time of
writing the disPHISHinformation game has not been tested, however we hope
that future work will further investigate the strengths and weaknesses of such
an approach.

DISPHISHINFORMATION GAME DESIGN APPROACH

We have used a blend of game design practices from academia related to
serious games and misinformation and have taken inspiration from related
work in this area as discussed. The game mechanics and rules are discussed
at the end of this paper.
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Inoculation Theory

Originally conceptualised in 1964 by McGuire, inoculation theory represents
a pre-emptive strategy to defending against counterattitudinal attacks. The
theory follows the biological analogy: much like a vaccine, pre-exposing a
participant to a small, altered snippet of a persuasive argument can increase
their resistance to future persuasion. Inoculation interventions have tradi-
tionally been built from two key components: threat, and counterarguing
(Compton and Pfau, 2005). Threat represents the participant’s knowledge
that an existing attitude is not immune from attack, and therefore the
“shock value” of a forewarning provides motivation for the required work
(McGuire, 1961). Counterarguing describes the ‘weakened dose’ attack argu-
ments presented to the participant, who is required to refute the attack
through examination of argument refutations (a passive defence), or to gen-
erate their own counterarguments (an active defence). Inoculation theory has
been found in meta-analyses to be superior to supportive attitude-bolstering
and reactive approaches (Banas and Rains, 2010).

Inoculation theory has more recently been explored as an approach to
protect participants against a different type of persuasion: misinformation.
Although broadly successful, most of these interventions have historically
focussed on a single topic, such as climate change (van der Linden et al.,
2017). This has raised questions of scalability, especially considering the con-
stant ebb and flow of online misinformation topics (Traberg, Roozenbeek,
and van der Linden, 2022). Crucially, research has found that counterargu-
ments do not need to cover all attack arguments, and therefore an inoculation
intervention can provide an “umbrella protection” within the issue domain
(Parker, Rains, and Ivanov, 2016; Parker, Ivanov, and Compton, 2012).
Going beyond the vaccine analogy, inoculation theory has also been found to
not only protect existing attitudes, but positively affect participants with no
(or a contrasting) pre-existing attitude (Ivanov et al., 2017). More recently,
inoculation theory has been explored in combination with active learning
in the form of serious games to create a number of misinformation games
(Basol et al., 2021; Roozenbeek and van der Linden, 2020). These games
have broadly moved away from inoculating on specific misinformation top-
ics, and focus instead on misinformation techniques (Roozenbeek and van der
Linden, 2019). Active and passive gamified interventions have broadly been
interpreted as generative or reading tasks respectively, however this transla-
tion into game design decisions is not always consistent (Grace and Liang,
2023). Some games translate active refutation as players playing as a mali-
cious actor generating and disseminating disinformation, although this is not
always the case (Kiili, Siuko, and Ninaus, 2024).

To take advantage of the discussion and discourse available in analog
games, the disPHISHinformation game is designed to be multiplayer in
nature. To avoid malicious interplayer competitiveness, players will passively
read and review phishing messages rather than actively attack other players
with generated content. The game also follows the broader interpretation of
inoculation theory by focusing on phishing techniques rather than a single
attitude, thus taking advantage of inoculation theory’s umbrella protection
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for in-domain attacks. Within the context of gamified interventions against
misinformation, a potential concern is that although an intervention may
reduce trust in misinformation, trust in genuine sources could also be eroded
(Modirrousta-Galian and Higham, 2023). This consideration has directly
informed the game’s design.

Serious Game Design Approach

In the landscape of serious game development, various design methodolo-
gies are followed to design the gameplay experiences of these educational
tools, however this is rarely discussed in the literature. It is important to
acknowledge and outline the methodologies used in the development of a
game, as doing so may begin to reveal their strengths and weaknesses. Work-
ing within the structure of an accessible and simple analog card game, as well
as a technique-based active inoculation intervention, the Transformational
Framework was agreed to be the main design process within this project.
The Transformational Framework is a requirement-gathering approach,
which prioritizes the alignment of game objectives with broader learning or
behavioural goals within serious games. This pre-production-based method-
ology integrates explorative and reflective question-based processes for a
better structured and complete serious game development approach. Impor-
tantly, the Transformational Framework involves collaboration with experts
in relevant fields to ensure the accuracy and efficacy of the game’s content
(Culyba, 2018). This enables the development of a more carefully curated
experience that balances educational content with entertainment elements to
maintain player interest.

Crowdsourcing Playtesting

Within applied serious game literature, especially that of the games parallel
with the disPHISHinformation game, it is uncommon for the game design
process to receive much focus, particularly playtesting. Playtesting sessions
give an opportunity for game designers to better understand the ‘play’ of
a game, how the educational elements are being delivered to players, and
whether the desired balance between ‘play’ and learning has been achieved.
The research team have decided to crowdsource playtesting of the disPHISH-
information game to allow a diverse group of organisations to inform future
iterations of the disPHISHinformation game. A playtest document is pro-
vided alongside the game materials to incentivise game and learning feedback
from players. The research team hope that this will allow development of
future prototypes that meet the requirements of organisations looking to
introduce gamified security training into their ecosystem.

THE DISPHISHINFORMATION GAME: RULES

When receiving a malicious phishing attack message, the context of topic,
personal information, and indirectly associated information (e.g. workplace)
communicated are important to help identify it as malicious (NCSC, 2017).
In the disPHISHinformation game, players play as employees of the fictitious
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company ‘Creative Ads’, working within a project management depart-
ment. Players are also informed that Creative Ads uses the creativeads.co.uk
domain. This added context enables the gamification of more context-specific
phishing attacks. The context card can be seen in Figure 1. The disPHISH-
information game is comprised of this context card, and source and action
cards.

Figure 1: The game context card and forewarning (www.disphishinformation.org).

Source Cards

The core part of the disPHISHinformation game are source cards, which rep-
resent messages players receive while working at ‘Creative Ads’. The game
design is centred around phishing attacks that are sent to players. A variety
of different characteristics and manipulative techniques (Aleroud and Zhou,
2017; Rastenis et al., 2020; Alabdan, 2020) are featured in source cards, imi-
tating content commonly observed by SMEs. The techniques and structures
used in source cards are categorised in Figure 2. Through the lens of inocula-
tion theory, the malicious source card content represents the ‘weakened dose’
message.

Figure 2: Catalogue of phishing attack features from which source cards are based.

There are 50 source cards that feature phishing, smishing, and vishing
attacks (see Figure 3). These cards feature a message on the rear that iden-
tify it as a ‘phish’ (malicious), or real. If the card is a ‘phish’, a refutational
message is included, detailing how the player could have identified it as mali-
cious. There are 50 source cards that feature legitimate messages that are
themed similarly to the malicious source cards. The disPHISHinformation

http://www.disphishinformation.org
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game includes the legitimate source cards to focus on improving player skill
in differentiating between real and malicious messages.

Figure 3: Source cards of the disPHISHinformation game. Shown above is message
content (left) and (on rear of card, right) if that message is malicious, or real.

Action Cards

This initial prototype of the disPHISHinformation game uses action cards
to be a catalyst for creating ‘play’, with care not to compromise the educa-
tional content of the source cards. Action cards have been designed to foster
humorous interactions between players, as well as supporting discussion and
discourse between players on source cards. Example action cards allow play-
ers to skip their turn, pass their source card to another player, ask another
player for advice, or ask all other players for advice. Two examples can be
seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Two examples of disPHISHinformation action cards.

Gameplay

Before the game starts, Source and Action cards are shuffled together into a
single deck. The deck is then placed between all players content-up, such that
the content of the source/action card faces up, and the source card answers
(real or “phish”) face down. Players are each given a context card for ref-
erence which they keep during play (non-playable). On a player’s turn, they
read the card at the top of the deck. If it is an action card, they can take this
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card and keep it for future use. The player then decides if the source card is
genuine or malicious. Once they have come to a decision, they declare this to
the group and turn the card over. If correct, the player gains the point.

Customisation

Despite the wide array of cyber security serious games within industry
and academia, many large-scale organisations either continue to use tradi-
tional training approaches or develop gamified approaches in-house. As well
as a natural resistance to adopting experimental approaches, medium and
large-scale enterprises typically have security policies specific to their organi-
sation. This requirement for organisation-specific training content can reduce
appetite for adopting serious games that have no flexibility to be customised.
The disPHISHinformation game has been designed with customisability in
mind for this reason. Blank source cards have been provided alongside the
original content, and users are able to edit these and use content more spe-
cific to their organisation. With support from Aviva, a unique edition of the
disPHISHinformation game has additionally been created that is customised
to facilitate the training content of a large business. This includes additional
attack vectors including QR codes and system notifications, as well as supply-
chain-specific content. This customised example of the game is provided as
an example of how the disPHISHinformation game can be applied to cover
organisation-specific training content.

CONCLUSION

Within our broad cyber security landscape, humans remain the weak point in
a mostly technological chain. Traditional training exercises including point-
and-click tasks and video media are often ineffective and unmemorable,
leading to an invisible security vulnerability for organisations. Although
gamified approaches are increasingly being introduced in business settings,
current solutions from academia and industry can be inaccessible (high cost,
complicated rules) or simply raise security awareness rather than deliver
key educational material. Developed using blended approaches from serious
game design, inoculation theory and a crowdsourced playtesting approach
we introduce the disPHISHinformation game. The disPHISHinformation
game is designed to educate players in phishing techniques and designed to
stimulate discussion between players in an organisation context. The dis-
PHISHinformation game is also designed for potential customisability to
medium- and large-scale organisations.
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